Leader Guide
This guide is designed as a resource for small group leaders. It
accompanies Group Module 14 of the eLearning Series,
Your Extraordinary Workplace.
Prepared for you by:
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Section 1: Before You Begin
☐ COMPLETE all of your individual training sessions and homework.

My Notes

☐ NAVIGATE through your entire group module at least one time. Ensure
you have the required technology in working order.

**If timing becomes an
issue, identify (in advance)
just a few priority questions.
That way you can skip
others to make up time.

☐ DESIGNATE a time at top of sections.
☐ FOLLOW all instructions in each section and in the order given.**
☐ NOTE any ideas or examples you think of as you prepare for this session.
Make sure you model ending with your fully completed action plan.
☐ GATHER all supplies you need. If there is not a white board in the room,
consider taping paper on the wall to record notes of any discussion.
NOTE: This technique (using paper to record notes) is a visual way of
recording discussion ideas and being able to redisplay those ideas in
another location or at a future meeting.
☐ SEND a confirmation email a week prior to the group session to remind
EMAIL
SAMPLE: To
you in session.
preparing your team for its upcoming
all participants
of support
the upcoming
training program. You are the primary model for the commitment and
enthusiasm you are creating for this work.
Hi everyone!
I’m looking forward to seeing you all on (Day, Date) for the next LifeWork
Systems session. Please be on time and ready to roll at (Time) because we
have a lot of ground to cover.
Don’t forget to:
•

¨

Bring your binder! You should have the materials from your most
recent individual training sessions with you and all assignments
completed. We’re going to continue the conversation since there’s so
much to review and make relevant so we can determine how we will
turn this information into resources going forward.
1. Review your two individual modules and complete your postsurvey. Your feedback and “ah-has” are valuable to mentors who
guide me and to me as your group leader! Plus, if you’ve already
been thinking about this stuff, you’re ahead of the game!

Let me know if you need anything from me in order to be well prepared to
participate in our group session.
See you soon!
(Your name)
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Section 2: Getting Started

(To be completed before starting module)

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Set the stage for the participants. Ensure they understand what they are about to do and why.
Key Points

• Purpose and values help create our reality and are, our primary focus
• Our purpose is best served when we are intrinsically motivated, within
• Our purpose requires we continually build trust and show up all in

My Notes
Note: this section is delivered
before you start playing your
modules.

Suggested Questions
2. Can you see one thing our purpose has gained
for us?
3. What role is purpose in motivation?
4. Which of the 8 Values That Build Trust helps
you to be intrinsically motivated?

Actions
☐ POST your company’s purpose and core values.
☐ REINFORCE your company’s purpose and values. Encourage each
participant to participate in a brief review of Suggested Questions.
☐ ASK participants to express what they hope to gain by the end of the
session. Share an example of your own.
☐ SHOW the Introduction and What Will You Learn slides. In these,
Judy reviews what participants will be doing and learning.
¨ FOCUS: How to use communication to build trust and teamwork.
¨ TIP: Demonstrate full commitment to all you do. Your intention and

modeling matters the most!
☐ READ Key Points to end this session.
TIPS FOR AN EFFECTIVE SESSION SHARE THE FIRST 4 OF THESE WITH THE TEAM.
1. I encourage you to speak in first person (use “I”). When you don’t, I’ll say “first person” so you do.
2. I want you each to “stay in your own yard,” sharing your experiences, opinions, ideas, and feelings.
3. I encourage you to participate and take initiative in doing so.
4. Keep your answers brief. If you see me doing “time out” gesture, refocus and be concise.
-

Practice with another person before attempting to lead the group in exercises or demonstrations.

-

Start on time with those who arrive in a timely manner to establish an expectation. Ask for timeliness.

-

Watch the clock or have a designated timekeeper track progress.

-

Allow group members to do as much of the talking as possible. Instead of telling them, ask questions
to help them arrive at key points themselves. Let them know they are all leading with you.
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Section 3: Intrinsic Motivator #2 - Choice

(Suggested) TIME: ____ min

GOAL: To understand this motivator and how to activate it in those you lead and in each person for self.
Key Points
•
•
•
•
•

My Notes

Having and not having choices, is related to feeling empowered (or not)
We need to be well trained for confidence to make choices and succeed
Choice is a way we are proactive, rather than passive or reactive
One must have power-within and be supported in it, to initiate choices
Leaders don’t often think creatively about how and when to offer choices

Suggested Questions
1. Do you find it difficult to offer choices?
2. To ask for choices or accept an offer of 1?
3. What is an example of a game-changing
choice you made?
4. Is there a choice you want at this time?

Actions
☐ ASK the group to partner. Have each two-some answer questions
on workbook pages 4-7 as indicated upon each paused slide.

Delegation pgs. 4-5

Trust pgs. 5-6

Clear Purpose pg. 6-7

Trial/Error pg. 7
Increase Safety

Planning Well & Time
For Training pgs. 7-8

☐ ASK Suggested Questions above.
☐ READ all Key Points to end this section.
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Section 4: Intrinsic Motivator #3 - Competence (Suggested) TIME: ____ min
GOAL: To understand this motivator and how to activate it in those you lead and in each person for self.
Key Points
•
•
•
•
•

We tend to focus on competence too soon (before other two motivators)
Praise undermines internal motivation. Encouragement fosters it
Without ongoing, proper training/support, people often suffer in silence
Most people believe they are supposed to be fully competent all the time
Coaching and training people is needed at least monthly

My Notes

Suggested Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are you willing to admit incompetence?
Do you ask for the support you need?
Do you have the right challenge level?
Do you believe you have mastery?
Do you believe you can gain mastery?

Actions
☐ ASK participants the Suggested Questions to open this session.
☐ ASK group to pick new partners. Have each team answer questions
on workbook pages 8-13 as indicated upon each paused slide.

Knowledge pgs. 8-9

Feedback pgs. 9-10

Challenge w/o overwhelm pg. 11

Recognize skills pg. 10

Non-Comparative Standards pg. 13

☐ ASK entire group to discuss briefly the differences between praise
and encouragement on workbook page 12.
☐ READ all Key Points to end this section.
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Section 5: Intrinsic Motivator #4 – Progress

(Suggested) TIME: _____ min

GOAL: To understand this motivator and how to activate it in those you lead and in each person for self.
Key Points
•
•
•
•

We are reluctant to slow down to celebrate for fear of losing momentum
We often think it is bragging to acknowledge and celebrate success
We have been taught to suppress positive emotional expressiveness
We fear “foreboding joy”; that if we express progress we will likely be hurt
by the proverbial other shoe falling. Joy is the most vulnerable feeling

Suggested Questions
1. Which 8 values that build trust are positively
impacted by celebrating?*
2. Which 4 core needs are impacted? **
3. Who most celebrates you? How does it
impact you?
4. Will you celebrate now (or more now)?

Actions
☐ ASK participants the Suggested Questions to open this session.

My Notes
*8 values that build trust
1. Straightforwardness
2. Honesty
3. Receptivity
4. Disclosure
5. Recognition
6. Respect
7. Seeking excellence
8. Following through on
commitments
**4 Core Needs
1. Empowered
2. Lovable
3. Connected
4. Contributing

☐ ASK group to pick new partners. Have each team answer questions
on workbook pages 13-15 as indicated upon each paused slide.

Team pg. 13

Tracking pgs. 13-14

Community Witness pg. 14

Celebrations pg. 14

Empowering measurements pg. 15

☐ ASK entire group to discuss briefly the rituals they came up with and
shared for ways to celebrate on workbook page 14.
☐ READ all Key Points to end this section.
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Section 6: Wrap – Up (It Just Got Real)

(Suggested) TIME: _______ min

GOAL: Participants leave the program with concrete plans to take action within 24 hours.
Key Points
• People do not sustain real or lasting change without discussing what is
newly learned and committing to take next steps individually and as a
group within the next 24 hours
• Speaking and listening mindfully, making accountable requests and
agreements, working through frustrations, addressing issues rather than
avoiding them, and consciously encouraging one another, all directly builds
successes of every kind
• As a leader, it is crucial that you help staff identify and adopt concrete
ways to keep this information and the tools herein alive and viable

My Notes

Suggested Questions

1. What will you do?
2. Would an accountability buddy help you?

Actions
☐ ASK participants to record/share
ahas on their Action Planning sheet.
☐ ASK participants to identify a next
step or action regarding this tool.
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IT JUST GOT REAL!
Name ____________________________________________

Date _____________________

A-Ha Idea

1

Next Step

Resources (Including an accountability/support partner)

A-Ha Idea

2

Next Step

an accountability/support
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